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Signs Of Prosperity
Loom 1.1p at Mk
Industrial

H. S.

Williams, Publisher

Fulton Will Be Serb ell
By Bell Telephone
Company After July 1.

June Bugs
r—

Tile Cumberland Telephone
ompany will be incorporined
into the Southern Bell Company on July 1, under the name
Southern Bell 'Telephone and
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of calculating how much these Commerce took steps last
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nis installed 36 more machines report at the last meeting was it advisable for a committee scene of a lioely banquet on Rev. W. B. Cunningham, in Union City, the officiating minis- is a natise of Tennessee, has
and on Monday morning he in- such that the further improve- front Clinton to also go. Squire Thursday- evening. Jaecreased his working force by ment was decided upon and he Hagler received the letter and %%hen Fulton Lodge No. I I-12, ter, uniting in marriage. .1iss I ealized the desirability of
4 fifty new girls, which brings was re-appointed. with P. '1'. on 'notion, he was instructed to B. P. O. E., entertained theii Lola Marian Chappell and ,li% one, strung telephone k•ompany
the total of the employes up to Seines and Enoch Browdet. as request the Clinton people to members anti invited guests. Harry Moss Latta. TheY. %%u-re which would represent this tet•the very rest)" able figure of his associates to put the road in send as large a delegation as f he bea utifu l dining room wa: attended by Mr. and Mrs. Don- litory adequately and b.• great
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McGinnis, is the good feeling work was seconded by several
A general discussion was had was seated that prince of good positon in Farmers Bank of this patty.
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between the workers and him- voices. w ork w ill be start ed on the snIsiect of financing the fellows, Exalted Ruler. Roy city and is a young business
man of sterling qualities. and the Soathern Hell company acself, and the loyalty to the immediately in cleaning out the Chamber in an adequate man- Pickering.
has many friends who congrat- quired the properties of the
nil many members voiced
A. company and one another that ditch and raising the grade so
During the et citing many
that an overflow will be impos. their opinion that the present brief talks were enjoyed. prin- ulate hint upon winning the Cumberland Company. paying
is apparent at all times.
mode of financing was neithei cipally by Past Exalted Rulers heart and hand of the fair one for them w sit its own stosk iii
Much has already been writ- sible in the future.
The Harris Creek Committee modern nor efficient, and the Ed Hannephin, Carl Croft, Eu- he has chosen for his life mate. the exact amount 'ii the
ten of the many sanitary and
The Advertiser joins in wish- and outstanding Comber!and
comfort installations of the fac- made a report on the work al- auditing Committee and finance gene NeNlyer, Rupert Stilley,
tory, and it is only fair to state ready done on that stream and committee were instructed to and Ed Paschall. Other short ing for them a happy and con- stock. No financing o•as
''hid. mason', h as the boots
that these conveniences are the' further work t hat .vin be immediately hold a joint meet- talks were made by Hoyt tented life together.
:due ,if the property of the
thoroughly appreciated by the done in order to make the ing and formulate plans for ob- Moore. R. S. Williams, Ilal
two companies will he added
employes.
creek safe from any further taining sufficient funds to me it Caldwell, Roy Pickering and
tog,illiar by- accounts and tin,
WEBB-SHEPHERD
Mr. McGinnis treats his peo- floods. All willows a n d weeds the requirements of a modern Ed Wade.
will he the exact book value
ple as if they were all one large have been removed for about a chamber of commerce.
The banquet was a fitting
One of the most interesting of the "1r hinted
Mayor Shankle was present climax to the recent memberfamily, and the health and mor- mile and a half below town,
The en:areesi oloisisy now
als of this big family are con- and the largest of the bad high anti stated that the plans and ship dr:ve when fifty-six ant- weddings of the season was
170,of !nor'.. than
:staidly before his mind's eye, spots in the bed have been dyn. specifications for the sewer lers we-e added, swelling the quietly solemnized at the Firs!. has
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so that there is almost no amited, and the cleaning with. work were ready and that aftlodge membership tel 225. The
:Ilan 21.000
chance for any undesirable in the city limits is being done er the necessary 30 day adver- hmior and credit for this splen- Thursday morning. June 3.
character to enter the employ by the city and I. C. railway. tising for bids, these would be did increase iii lie-cc' members when Nliss Mary Webb. lei this
of the company, but if such Old piling will be removed and opened and bids awarded, and was given Herman Cole and city. became the bride of Mr.
noss
sA
.1.11‘..
should be inadvertently ad- such spots as need it will be that work would probably be M. K. Chowning. they leading Wintree Shepherd. the Rev. I. .
in progres, st Rev tiolds• Store
mated, at the first sign of any- dynamited. so as to remove any started shortly thereafter. In the forces during the drive.
R. Bell. officiating.
is attn.:slier the atteittion
his remarks he said he had visthing wrong, the matter is im- obstructions to the flow.
Thu Splendid music during The bride was born and reiir•
Read
fispini is.
Chairman McGinnis of the ited some 13 towns in the past the banquet was furnished by ed in Fulton and is a most at- to.otioniet al
s mediate'y investigate I a n d
tractive and charming young the paee ied is this isess,
proper steps taken to remedy soliciting committee for t he two or three weeks and that in the, club's orc hestra.
lady. Site comes from ono of
the matter. Under these cir- funds to be used for the work every one. o it h one exceptietts
l'iiite!lieeelnite nt
The feat tic'
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t he ,.:.I.ist families and is en
cumstances, there is nd reason on Harris Fork reported a good the Imilding of new houses was a the "eleitig "-a'
why the parents of girls wish- response to the request for noticeable, and the single ex- the Kiiinalae II:to:than enter- dearest to a wide eircle ot
It,stetoo. ''I It
ii dam ei-t.
ing to obtain work at the lac- funds, and said that if the pres- ception was soon tel start 3 tainers in singing dancing and friends. She is a Illet e 01 Nli.
and to
ol CAt
"
tors. should hesitate about the ent rate was maintained. there $23,000 church. "Prosperity music of the highest class. Nis and Mrs. Geo. T Beadles,
Mr. Shepherd, son of NI I.. many people si tiii- e ity, Will
propriety of allowing their would be sufficient to leave a is all around us and we mast was an unexpected treat and
anti Mrs. Walter Shepherd, is Ii,' (hal 01 Miss Pattie. Mae
young people to do so.
balance after the present work get in the game if we wish to greatly. enjoyed.
well known throughout WeSt- Supcs. oi Cayce. and Mr. Thos.
Many of the employes are tt as finished, with which to keep up with the procession."
A. W. McAllister. receiniv CLEAN UP PREMISES AND tril Kentucky. and holds a re- hotter Fields, of Hickman.
making fine salaries and the keep the creek clear for some
The wedding tt ill be solemnsponsible positon with the IlliA number of moved here front Milan, N% :es
limit to the amount that may time to come.
ALLEYS
izod on the es en ing of Saturnois Central railroad.
be earned by the operatives is people who should, and un. present and told of his work it
very largely governed by the d oubt...11y w in contribute, have assisting in dynamiting the
Weed's filth and lin cans, The bride wore a becoming day. June 12. at the. home of
desire of each one to do so. not yet been seen, as the mem- ereek, and of the trinity things make breeding places for flies model of blue crelie With ice-- the bride's parents, Mr. and
NIrs. John Calvin Suggs. near
Thirty or more dollars Per bers of the committee are all he saw in Fulton that make it alld mosquitoes which spread cessories to harIllolliZe.
Shortly after the wedding. Cayce. The wedding will take
or lot that
week may be earned, although men who have t heir own af_ a desirable place for a home. diSease. Otte
there are not many who attain fairs to look after, and so, have Ile also told of a number of is not properly mired for af- Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd left on place at se-veil o'clock, with the
that figure, but the work is not been able to make a thor- ways in which it might be de- teets the health of the entire their wedding trip tel Hot !TWIN es and iinntediate friends
cidedly improved. His remarks community. Weeds must bo Springs. Arks arriving in Ful- of the two families attending.
there to be done and only the ough canvass as yet.
A reset'ut ion was passed. were listened to with attention cut down and premises cleaned ton Monday night to receivi% The bride is it talented young
personal aptitude and desire
front their lady :Ind a teacher in the Cay asking the Fiscal Court of Ful- and applauded. The rules up. Anyone failing to do so, congratulations
need be considered.
cc' schools. She is member of
large cirele of friends.
The output of the Fulton ton county to take over the im- were suspended anti he %vies will be cited to city court
The happy couple will make one ot the best known families
W. 0, SHANKLE. Mayor.
factory is being constantly ship- itrcvement and maintenance Of elected and he was elected a
County Health Dept. their home with the groom's elf that part of Fulton Cullitty.
ped to all parts of the United that section of the Jeffer- full member, unanimously.
parents. Mr. and NIrs. W. .1. The groom is bookkeeper for
Owing to the hot weather or
States and only recently a large son Davis Highway front the
Shepherd. corner Eddings and the Farmers and Merchants
CARD OF THANKS
order was received for the new . point where the new work joins July and August, there will be,
Batik no Hickman. which po.
To the kind friends and Third streets.
"Panatela" shape lobe shipped State Line west of the overhead net regular meetings of the
it ion he. has held since last
to Denver, San Francisco, Seat- bridge, to the creek in Fulton, Chamber during that time, bat neighbors who so willingly asMr. and Mrs. Lee B. Rucker August. Ile wit born and real lle lend other west coast points. It was the sense ot the mem- the president will call a special misted us doting the illness and
Large shipments have been hers that this was a PrilPer MCVI III g should oecasion arise dual il of our beloved child, oe a,Tived home from Memphis eel in the City, e vicinity and is
other work for the county, as this sec- making immediate aetion nee- wish to express our heartfelt Sunday night where Mrs. Ruek- well known. Immediately aftMatle 10 110110111111 and
thanks. also to those sending er had been confined in the er the ceremony they will leave
Pacific cities. The factory is tion of the highway is not with- essary,
thereflowers. May the Lord bless hospital several weeks. Iler for Memphis for a short wedand
limits.
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properly,
there is work for at least
improved health and wish for he at home to their friends. in
get your name on the Advert's- , row, is our sincere wish.
hundred girls right here in city
Hickman.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Finch. her complete recovery.
Fulton, and Manager McGIn-' A letter front Leslie Heine.- er list as a regular subscriber.,
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The Dollar Is King at Reynolds'

TI lUIZSDAY

it N1; i()

:111i

JUNE 11
SATURDAY

RUNE 12

All Event For Every
uhition iiose

Thursda),,alune 101
Friday, June 11
Saturday, June 12

6

Person

I;.ii
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Ladies Go

Ladies full fashioned Ghititon
hose in all the popular

$1.00

material,

lace trimmed and in
an assortment of colors

$1.00

Reach Out for These Great Dollar
Das Buys!
4 Towels
25 Nlen's
Iandkerchiefs,
full size,
For

Great Sale of Ginghams
Fast colored gingliams in new and
attractive patterns
Nine Yards for

A real 35c \ aloe.
Four for

6 Towels
Si‘ good 20c Towels
for

One Lot

$1.00

Voiles
3 yards

$1.00
$1.00
Brown Sheeting
quality 9-4,
3 yards for

N1en's Athletic
L'inon Suits.

$1.00__

For
Curtain Scrims
Curtain your windows with these preti
Scrims, and at such a low price.
Five Yards

Oilcloth
Neat patterns, wide
selections, 3 yards for

Hoosier Domestic
8 yards for
$1.00

HOUSE DRESSES
.\ icely made Dresses of good mate
rials
and pretty colors
stsii

Dress Prints
materials and
pretty prints
4 1-2 yards
$1.00

Men's Socks
Grey mi‘ed, with
seamless toe
8 pairs

S100

$1.(X1

TOWELS
i:ood quality towels, regular
25e values, 5 for - - -

$1.00
Ladies
Handkerchiefs, Hand
Embroidered, 25c values,
5 for

$1.00

Bleached Domestic
Fvtra Quality.
7 yards

tint: lot Lauies
Union Suits
This is a new stock:
75c values,
Two suits

..2116

\i EN'S SUITS

Men's
Wiirk Trousers.
Bloc pin checks.
One pair for

Suit Cases
Strong Suit Cases, regui.L
$1.25 :flues, on sale at

$1.00

S1.00

One lot nten's suits, well tailored .1
g...1
‘voolens in new styles, and priced at the
low figures of from
An c\tra Nur of !tants to match for

1000
lio)'s Suits

A,
oe,m,1 1,4 of
Suit-

SPECIAL! RAG RUGS
Len rag throw rug, in pretty color
combinations IL,'
'ioc. 2 more rugs for
$1.00
So you get 3 nict rugs for $1.90

Kimona Crepes
Assorted patterns and colors
3 yards

$1.00

lay nes Union Suits
For %Ai, in three-quarter length styles.
Suit y-ou all know.

L•L,•11

Boy's Work Pants
The well-known Otis, blue pin-cloth pant.
which sells regularly at $1.25

knee pan!,
at

$1.00

..1
nd a second Suit for

SPECIAL!

The ,

the short paeta, ho‘

IIVRRN

MEN
'
S SHIRTS
White
Impo
Broadclo
th rted
shirts, collar"""
attash
ched
The second shirt $1.00. Get 2 good
shirts for $2.50.

mcn's

$1 50

HURRY

ift
0
./trfAti2rii;4//fir SP,44WICYAMfraeff
17 Stares

A

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$5.50
• 7 another for

Boy
'
s Overalls
triple-stitched, 220 %%eig
ht t eralls,

Cretonnes

5 yards

the, lot ho's loice pants suits. all made
of
1.:0041 ‘voolen!z. lloY' one soil fey

$.100

$1.00
of affraefk
nicely colored
cretonnes.

$20.00 to $27.50

$

NIEN'S OVERALLS
Triple stitched, 220 weight, high grad
e
t -heralls, $1.25 :flue

1 toy 's

1-landkerchiefs
12 for

$1.00
Men's Work Shirts
Full made blue shirts,
all sizes.
hir

One lot of Ladies

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00
Boy
'
s
Athletic Union Suits.
Two for

are of good

These gowns

SUPE I
DA, VALULv5

colors

WIIS

FULTON, KY.

Store No. 10

\

I

41$-•
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DV EUTNER
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AIR DRIED CLOTHES
Do you realize what it means to receive a bundle of thoroughly
washed and air dried clothes from a modern power laundry!
It means that at last the only remaining barrier between the housewife
has been broken down. Because, now the modern laundry not only and the laundryman
you choose to send, but also duplicates in every respect the method ofwashes clean whatever
wife has employed for time immortal, namely, the hanging of the washingdrying that the house
on the Old-fashioned
clothes line, to bask and dry in the glorious sunshine.
The greatest development in years and years, comes to this steadily
perfection of a natural drying process. This new method of drying bygrowing industry in the
unmistakable odor which has branded the work of the power laundr air eliminates for all t:me that
y in the pest.

Thousands and Thousands of Cubic Feet of Concentrated

Sunshine

jjf

-

The scientific application of air as a drying agent in the power laundr
y is accomplished by the perfection of
the Vorclone Drying Tumbler. This most wonderful machine
harnesses clean fresh air in such great volume
that it almost entirely eliminates the necessity of heat to dry clothes
s
lating them thoroughly, freeing them entirely of all lint, leavingwith. It dries clotbes by air, evenly and gently, ventithem soft, Huffy and perfectly odorless.
in this manner are never shrunk, discolored or left with a
Clothes dried
harsh feel.
The Vorclone Tumbler used in our laundry is the
on heat to dry clothes; it is the missing link in an only drying tumbler that does not depend solely
work of the power laundry on par with that of theotherwise perfect laundering process. It puts the
housewife's own private laundry.
Be sure to see this wonder machine in our laundr
t r lank art
y anytime, feel and
smell the clothes it dries, notice how fresh and sweet
smelling they are.

Phone 130
%Viten you see the pleasing
results, the economy and the
convenience of th;s complete
servi.e, you are going to put a
ban on "home wash days"
throughout the year.
-

0. K.STEAM LAUNDRY
J. J. OWEN, Proprietor

'
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„Council Proceedings

a.

Total costs collected .

ADAM

16.00

I respectfully submit my
City Nat'l ..
ness man of Paducah, son of
--- port of receipts and disbursreeGrand Total . .. ....$123.50 ments for
Mr. :Aid Sirs. W. P. Douglas.
the
month
of
May.
Fulton, Ky.. June 7. 1926. Days worked out by
$69,125.50
of Harris. Tenn.
prisone
rs,
1926.
as
follows
:
The City Council met in reg- 71; Days laid out in jail,
Shortly after the ceremony.
Mrs. D. FL White and chil2.
ular monthly session at the
$78.173.88 dren spent Sunday afternoon the happy couple left for their
Respectfully submitted,
Receipts
City Hall, in the City of Fulton.
Respectfully submitted.
Signed.
home in Paducah amid showwith Mrs. C. ,L Bowers.
Accts, Rec. Misc. ....
Kentucky, Monday evening at
Thomas H. Chapman.
BAILEY HUDDLESTON, Taxes '20, '21, '23. '24, 145.43
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stephens ers of eongrat idol ions.
a. 7:30 o'clock, June 7, 1926.
City
Clerk
and
Auditor
.
Chief of Police.
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
and '25 ...... . .. 109.32
Mayor W. 0. Shankle presidBILLY HERRING SUFFERS
--Mrs. Gus Paschall.
Fine.:
132.00
ing and the following councilT. J. Kramer was allowed a
City Clerk's and Auditor's
STROKE OF PARALYSIS
Mr. and Mrs. Tent Henry
Water
642.46 refund of $47.25 for error in
men present: Smith Atkins,
Tht• frtends ot Billie Herrim
Report
Licenses . ..
485.00 tax assessment for year 1925. Howell. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert regret to
Joe Bennett, Paul DeMyer, J.
The following accounts were S. Fulton Fire
learn that he !..uffei
Howell, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Acct.
25.00
E. Hannephin, W. P. Murrell read, approved
A
motion
was
passed
to reg- Cardwell and family. Mr. and ed a stroke of paralysis sevei
and ordered Notes Payable to ('ity
and L. S. Phillips.
ulate
traffic
during
funeral
paid:
al days ago and was in a seriNational Bank
1,500.00 processions and city attorney Mrs. Jim Bard and daughter. ous conditi
The minutes of the previous City Accountson
Penalty, taxes
4.18 oas instructed to prepare same Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Bard was t oat eyed when found II,
meeting were read and approv- Blith blah Co.
......$ 73.08
to the count
and family, Benard Pickering.
ed. The reports of the various Siceowat, 'Mercer
for
passage
.
and Mr. and Sirs. Jim Walker home near Hickman where ll
$3,043.79
city officials were read, ap- Ky. Utilities Co. C.D. . 25.50
The
approv
council
ed the and family attended the chil- is receiving medical attebto,
..... 334.48 Bank Bal. May 1. 1926:
proved and ordered filed:
deed for land in South Fulton. dren's exercises at Wesley
Rucker's G. & M. Shop.. 15.00 First Nat'l
. Sun346.09
Tenn.,
for sewerage disposal day.
Gulf Ref. Co.
The big DOLLAR SALE now
33.60 ('it Nat'l
Police Judge's Report
4.133.0
site
recentl
0
y purchaaed of Mrs.
Misses Patrieia and Mignon in progress at Reynolds' Store
Fulton, Ky.. June 1, 1926. W. M. Hills & Sons ...
1.00 sewer FundSusie Morris.
Holloway Motor Co. .. 20.95 Farmers Bank
Newton spent Monday after- is attracting the attention ot
To the Hon. Mayor and
23.550.33
Other routine business was noon in Union ('ity.
Union Product Co.
economical shoppers.
Read
25.50 First Nat'l
Board of Council,
23.550.
34 transacted and following the
Snow-White Co. .
Miss Evelyn Williams is vis- the page ad in this paper.
Fulton, Ky.
112.86 City Nat'l
.......
,1,550.
33
completion of same, upon mo- iting her aunt.
Novae Paving Co. .... 53.49
Gentlemen:
Mr. and Sirs.
tion of Councilman Phillips, Sam Bard.
I beg to herewith submit my A. Iluddleston Co. ... 21.12
$75.130
.09 duly seconded by Smith AtR.
H.
Coward
in
report of fines anti costs asSir. and Mrs. L. D. Bard,
5.20
kins, the body adjourned to Fulton were Sunday afterno of
aessed in the Fulton Police J. H. Rankin
39.•'5
on
$714.173.88
meet
subject
to
the
call
of
the
R.
L.
Jackso
n
guests of his mother. Mrs. LuCourt for the month of May
12.00 Checks Afloat
mayor.
J.
Nichols
F.
la Bard.
1926, as follows:
3.00 First National
. $147.24
H. Chapman,
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Bard and
Total fines assessed . $237.50 Federal Laundry ..
.47 City National
105.47
City
Clerk
Auditor
and
.
R.
S.
Willia
ms
daughter. and Mies Kat(Shryn
Total Costs assessed
26.00
Paul DeMyer ..
Taylor and Anna Lee Godfrey
12
1..4510
0
Fetal .
$252.71 BOYD McWHERTER SUCad Mr. and Sirs. Cleveland
Grand Total .. .....$253.50 1 . (,. DeMyer
18.00
CUMBS
AFTER
STROK
Jim.
E
Iluddleston ..
Bald and fanul spent Sunday
Respectfully submitted,
1.25
Diataut
PARAL
OF
semet
YSIS
n
s
Ben
& Hardin ...
evening with Mr. and Mrs. Sam
9.00
Signed.
r0l1 don't leave
.A ft er a brief illness, Bo)d Its rd.
your rtil In the
II. F. TAYLOR. J. F. P. C. Esco Choate .....
2.00 Gen'l Ledger.
-$
1.920.0
SloWhe
8
rter
died
Bennett Drug Store
Sunday mornmiddle of the
Miss Laura Sloe Picket ino
--7.00 Sal. Gen. City
145.0
0
road
ing
and
at
50 to•fencehis
home
Fire Dept. Pay Null
on Viiie street, spent Saturdav night and Sun26.00 Gen. Exp. City ..
Chief of Police Report
Dualto
read a isle bill
73.70
paralys
of
is. Funeral service:- day- at the home of bier uncle.
r. F. Linton , . ..
Fulton, Ky., June 1, 1926.
29.00 St. Labor
do you? Then don't
291.50 acre held Monday afternoon. Sir. Clay Merrill.
.1. E. Hannephin
10.00 St. Supplies
To the Hon. Mayor and
expect the other fel288.07 conducted bv Rev. Pinkstaff
Mr.
Clevela
and
Mrs.
low
to do lt.
nd
Haiti
Board of Council,
StTruk Exp.
46.55 and Rev. G. T. Mays, interment and children of Fulton spent
$922.85 Interest
Put an ad in this peuntr.•hea.
Fulton, Ky.
followi
52.50
ng
Fairview.
at
rettardiro St the /6e•ther.
Water Works Acct.-front Wednesday until Sunday
Gentlemen:
Fire Dept. Labor .
the t e I low y•u ay.., to
288.05
Mr. McWherter was born evening with Mr. and Mrs.
reach reads your announce11.12 Fire Dept. Supplies
I beg to herewith submit my By. Utilities Co.
27.51
January 19. 1873, in Weakley Jim Bard and Mr. and Mrs
mints
Who wetted at hi.
35.25 Police Salaries ...
report of fines and costs col- R. H. Cowarain ..
*rondo.
500.00 county.
near
Palmersville. Cleveland Bard.
lected for the month of May. NVilson Creek Coal Co 62.22 Jail Exp, ...
Ir
is
a
•
pronoett
s• bus r
29.77
Tenn. For the past sixteen
W. M. Hill & Sons .
--1 0,11 Ott. hurt Br
1926. as follows:
1.00 Charity
5.05
Vs. •a•re but ,r one
ea
cars
he
has
M ath' his home in
1,1•
W.
,
Si.
ii
ill
&
Co.
JUNE
WEDDI
NG
87.26 St. Oil Labor .. ..
Total fires collected ..$107.50
eh* •rittre etil•••••• of the
27.21 Fulton. lie has been a mornAmerican Fdy. Co.
Dd. Mod it'• • poor •d
179 00 St. Oil Supplies
135.50 her of the Primitive Baptist
won't pull het but •r.
West Ky. Coal Co. • .. 74 o t ('etnet
On Saturday evening
Ex p.
58.00 church at Palmersville, since 5, Nils:: Celia Irvin tills1. June
An 54',, this toner :garb*,
Burroughs Ada. co. „
3 ,..:, w„,,,,. wks. Labor
Mr.
people a au ant after.
th•
383.12 t':1 rly manhood. Ile was mar- Virgil Douglas surpris
Crane & Co.
2:1.;'.; w „ter wk„.sup. .
ed their
Dttla
may to • nee-swine but
57,77 ried to Sinitic Leois on March friends when the Rev. J.
St. Bernard Cot I Co. .
thud ,.,h, thine that does
V.
70 0 Wlter Wks. Fuel
602.17
28.
busing,.
the
1897.
and
two
childre
The Bristol Co. ..
n
Freema
pastor
n.
of the First
I .S5 W a t er W ks. Rprs. . .
55.13 blessed this union.
Doo't think of haying •
Geo. T. Matthews Co.
Methodist church. said the
35.94 Water Wks. Sal.
IFT•eclel at •ot hhout using
233.67
decease
The
d
is
survive
d
by
words
ertneng ..... In tile
zonting them in the holy
Comb Tel. & Tel. Co.
1,25 Water Wks. Gen. Exp.
ropey.
25.25 his grief-stricken widow, a son, bonds of o ediock.
Harold. and daughter, Mary
The bride is an attract
$ 5.245.66 Grey. Also two brothers, W. young lady and a daughterive
$687.18
of
Bank Balances June I, 1926:
R. MeWhert or. of Dresden anti Mr. A. J. Irvin. of Vanlear,
First Nat'l .
408.29
F.
McW
J.
Daimon.
hert
or.
of
t;rand total
Tenn. For some months
61,510.03 t'ity Nat'l
1111111P411111.?
:1,394.43 ville; four sisters. Mrs. R. NI has been employed At the she
sale sites pays as
the Honorable Mayor and
Diviwire capstans al the at
Iligga,
Palmers
of
ville,
Mrs. C. sion office as operator anti It
Board of Council,
$ 3,802.72 N. Kilgire, of Martin. Mrs. her affable disposi
Fulton, By
tion, has
Sea er FundsCITY NATIONAL BANK
Clem Milton of Mounds.
t1 i` a host of friends in FulGentlemen :
First Nat'l .... .. 23.550.34 and Mrs. Marvin
"That Strong Bank"
Clark of Ari- ton.
.104411.00.
Fulton. By.. June 1. 1926. Farmers Bank
22 024 83 zona.
The groom is A young bust-

.23,550.33 McFadden News
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PRISONERS ASSAULT
JAILER OF FULTON, CO.
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Valuable, Efficient
Banking Service.

J.stemiiimmamar
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A.

Slug Him With Blackjack in
Attempt to Escape,

lit )1)1,ESION & CO.
\Lim
Sireet, Fulton, Ky.

inne ti„
,
Jackson, Fu lt on coon!)
jallcr. had a natrow uscapc
this morning and a tail deli. •
ery was narrowly averted when
Jim Lane, a prisoner, ...oteack
tom In the head witlia black
tack. Four men hail framed
to knoek him in the head, stow
Ii s hody in it bad. cell, take his
mercy :on' pistol and
make a gill a t. but they got
•i, carry wit oily their first in•
icidion. They all take baths
morning, and Lane
.11 sund'iy
was retianiiw flow the bathPut his
Jack -•on
hand up to ooen the lock and
had posited the lever down
when Lane struck, but he did
Ilia ha\ the lock open and this
alone saved him. The other
three had planned to charge on
him as he uolocked th. door.
Jackson fell, partly unconscious, but rallied quickly, calling
K. II. Wade, President
for help. His assistant. Mr.
K. B. Beadles, Vice President
4
4
Knight. rushed to the door with
Cashier
Beadles,
'I.
Geo.
,
pistol. Lane backing off into
a
:
Paul 'I'. Boaz, Ass% (:11.iiier:a corner. but not until after he
4
by the
•44•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••++++4444 had grabbed Jackson
tick to choke him. Jackson
carries the finger bruises on his
neck and a scratched face. He
was at first thought to be datuFOOD LIKE YOU GET AT HOME
hint. Albert Bolin,
ten
because
restaurant
This is truly a hotne-like
;twit her prisoner. hail learned
f their plan and said he tried
it has endeavored to break down the prejuto give Jackson a signal, but
s
restaurant
that
theory
the
on
dice based
could not get his eye and was
afraid to warn for fear they
could not serve food like you get at home.
turn on him. Lune is in
Alany patrons will testify that there is no dif- would
a charge of rape and the
on
tail
meals
the
ference between our meals and
others for housebreaking. The
they get at home. That's the reason they blackjack was made with a
,ock, having dug concrete and
come here so frequently to eat.
rocks out of the concrete floor,
Years of catering to the appetites of particnd in the center had a piece dr
from their
ular people make it possible for us to serve iron they had atorn
making heavy. formid'oink,
appetizing meals.
able weapon. The other three
The next time you want to eat away from men are 'mm Simpson. Charlie
Carter and Charlie Austin, the
home, bring your family here.
'atter an 18-year-old boy. After
Bolin told what he knew of the
;dot he was removed to another part of the jail so the prisoners could not hurt him.

The First National Bank of Fulton
has rendered valuable and efficient
banking service to its many thousand depositors and clients, who
have found safety and satisfaction
in transacting their banking business with this institution during
the past 35 years.

2

First National Bank
Fulion,ky.

I
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Beautiful in design. All white inside and out. Food
looks good and tastes good. A refrigerator especially
adapted to this climate. It will not Shrink—Swea

—Rust or Decay. Will last a lifetime.
WE ARE EXCLUSIVE AGENTS.
A style and site to'suit every requirement:

We especially invite you to come see our splendid display of
Progress Sanitary All Metal Refrigerators.

L.-7;4:1,1 e

BIG DINNER EVERY DAY
50 cents

Sertovire's
FLOORPAINT
TN the word "oenetration," is a
1. secret manufacturing process
I hat hasmade Senour's Floor Paint
a popularfavoriti:for over 40 years.
If a floor paint does not penetrate or grip into the wood it will
soon begin to crack,chip and peel.
Senour's Floor Paint dries over
night with a high gloss enamellike finish, but at the same timo
It sinks into the pores of the wood
and forms a Wm that will withstand the hardest usage and will
withstand repeated washings
tvithout dimming the lustre.
Every can of Senour's Floor
satisPaint is guaranteed to
faction if dire.oions printed on
the can ;are followed or looney
I.
back upon receipt of empty
.1 color card is vows
for the aski:1;;. 1-

4

-11
0 "'The Old Reliable"

iIJ

Kramer Lumber Co.
Lomb. Phi ow Of

Rural 1-54

Soma:oar hrings more
dysentery and bowel '
especially among balii.
that your baby gets
dean milk from dean ii
and that your milk is obi,
iroin tuberculin tested
Consult your family phy,-:.
on first symptoms of
'rouble.
Count.- Health De;

Lawn Mowers. Screen Time.
A well kept Ito.n gives the home a neat
and thrifty appearance. and the timely use
of the lawn more has all to do with the
neat appetti.ance of the lawn. t'inne in and
lit EEN Kil"ri.:1:."
look over our line of
you need. They
mo.vers. Jus. the
are easy to 0:,erate. :mil ilo the \\awl. perfectly. 1Ve also carry a splendid tin' tif
1.iikes. shovels
Sprinkling Ili.se,
and all kinds oi gal den tools.

SICKLY. PFETISR CMLDR
Children suffering from intestinal it :-rnt
•.• .1 1,• L 1,1, TI..,•

r

We have all kinds of screening, the
kind that keep flies and mosquitoes
out. Don't delay another day placing
your order for screen doors and windows.

NO1111.4 hit KIR...

Bk. Sold by

COOK
The New Perfection OILSTOVE.

What is the Chamber
of Commerce?
The Chamber of Comne ,
.s the voice of the city.
It reflects the ideals of 'le
:munity.
lt expresses the aspira
al the people.
It gives direction to the aim
of the Citizenship.
It combines the efforts ol
those who think in terms ot
helpfulness.
It reduces unorganized ele
ments to an organized unit.
It speaks in defense of the
good name of the city.
It defends the city against
the traducer.
It is the spotlight that reveals
activities that are worthy.
It pleads in behalf of the
voiceless.
It is the center of worth
while enterprise.
It is the magnet that draws
the outside world to your midst.
It is the clearing house of
civic pride.
It is the powen. house of 'wog.

,

r iOa?...TEM

ri; ,—

'

4
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ress.
It is a composite pieture of a
would

Every progressiv,e 'iii• Patronize the advertisers in this paper
you :en of Fullon snow('
They are your friends and will give
be a member of the I
the best values and service.
inggaimme-ELE:ILLI,LBlisztazzimm Chamber of Commerce

IMP

The pesky fly is with its again anti
once he gets inside he'll stay. Meet
him with a good door or window
screen- keep him out.

fuge. It

,•,ty as its citizenship
'ave it.
•

Ice Cream IA'reezers, Ice Picks,
Water Coolers, Etc.

PUBLIC HEALTH NOTICE

"It Penetrates",

A

mmtailialbaa—

'Pa-asita.1

tlreater economy of oil.
Wider range of flame control.
Handsome appearance and
It iiish.
High, roomy porcelain enameled cooking top.
Square grates.
Rigid end sholf over reservoir.
lit II ‘‘ iiith base shelf.
Porcolaimenameled tray tinfor
der the but
cleaning.
Tilin' chimneys—easier to
light, clean and rewick.
Automatic wick stop.
Solid brass burners.
Patented .viek cleaner.
\V bite porcelain enameled
warriliag cabinet.
Truly the hest oil cook stove
the market today.

Come to us with your Hardware Problems.
ttARDwARC Jo.

•
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MOREHOUSE GIVES PLAN TO PROTECT i lean,„
PEOPLE FROM WILD-CAT PROMOTERS
Hon-%
American Bankers Association Official Who Has Exposed
Fraudulent Schemes for Robbing Savers Draws
Up Set of Rules to Foil Crooks.

THE WOMAN WHO WORKS

My W. R. MOREHOUSE.
Public Relations Commission, American Bankers Association.

ARTICLE NO. IV

rpm: solution to the great problem of protecting savings

I depositors from losing their money in fraudulent scheme's
* is largely in the hands of our bankers. If they will co-operate
•vith those who Pave they can make it hard for
!lies(' plunderers to continue business. Hasten
•
es-iteise
tile day when cue bankers without exception will
(
k Wily welcome interviews with depositors who
contemplate making investments, will urge un
aivestigation or recommend in the stead of littleknown secmities investments of unquestioned
responsibility. In every Case where customers
call at the bank excited and nervous over sonic
scheme where by investing a few hundred dollars
they expect to make thousands any banker will
asawmgmeninim at once sense the situation.
The banker knows that the depositor is being
W it M..,,,o.ose
rushed off his feet, with "Miry, hurry and
get in on the big (lean-up!" and it remains fot the banker to
eauton the depositor against such tactics. In order to prevent
this all that our bankers have to do is to suggest that their customers make it a rule alWdYg to bringe---high pressure salesmen to the bank to
pirates go to those who are inexpert !
• ireerrogated

regarding their Pro- °need In finance for funds IN bevause
umtions. This will break up sales they can
palm off on them so called
•
times out of ten, for high -pre,- vestments
which in the eyes of :nee of
sure salesmen invariably avoid being experience
aro valueless.
•
questioned We closely by hankers
(7) The glib-talking promoter is
eiho know Inveetments.
not a true friend of the savings deRules to Follow
positor but is a wolf In lilloimp'S cloth.
Otir bankers should urge this In. Ing, he will resort to any kind
of
vestment slogan: "Inveetigate before trickery to exchange a certificate of
you invest. Consult your banker first." stock for the depositor's cash, his gilt.
and so indelibly impress It on the toting promises are fictitious and he
minds of their depositors that they is planning bow he can entrap his vie.
will always be guided by their bank i ll= and relieve them of their savings
er's advice in ma
investments. and not how he can make godkin
Salient points which should be kept dentin for them.'
before the investlee depositor are:
i (3) For every oil well that pays
(1) There are three cardinal points: dividends Mere ale many dry holes
to •Il good love:Omen's, namely safety and abandoned defliug figs, and for
of principal, certainty of income and 'every profitable mete there are many
abandoned shafts, and for every suesaishility.
(2) Safety of principal Is more im- easeful promotion there are a thou- '
portant than a high yield, the promise sand failures, and because of these
of big returns is ,unially a sign of a facts the savings
depositor's chance of
winning is too small to Justify
risky speculation.
the
great
risk
Involved
0)
it
is
like
taking
a
leap In the
A
dark to Invest in promotions which
(9) Savers sloa.id steer clear of
are an u lituown quantity and for this stuck, shares or (faits in world revolureason
a
thorough
investigation tionizing Inveutiubs which are peddled
ithould always be made,
in front of empty sores or sold flout
tit it is morally weong. If not house to house or urough the mails
criminally so, for any person to invest
(1O) levery novice Investor should
in any proposition he feels Is a skin. rementber that, as In all lines of butd•
game. or which is tainted by trickery ness, black sheep have Invaded the in- ,
or fraud or opens the way for a Ise. vestment field. They must be shunned,
ored few to "get le on the ground while investment firms and salesmen
of responsibility and Integrity should
Boor," clean up and got out from under o
before the scheme col' vpses. Usually be supported.
1k the depositor finds he I not in on
Let our banks treite in a movement
the ground floor, there is no chance designed to pro.ect the
depositor
for him to clean up before the scheme against the schemes of
the wild cat
collapses and so he loses all that he promoter--In a n fivement
that a ill
has invested.
save our savings depositors from d,.
(5) if a promotion Is as good as spair and from poverty as a result of
claimed, It would not be necessary for having loat all—in a movement
that
high-pressure salesmen to resort to all will turn into legitimate mitt'-'
It .nt
A
sorts of questionable methods, It channels the millions uf dollars
e
h
would not be necessary to rush a vic- are now wasted on fraudulent sellete•
tim off his feet and sign him up before of one kind or another. The
best
he could interview his banker, but he service a bank cat; render U novice
in.
could be given time to consult others vestor Is to keep Min from
making
before Investing,
poor investments by helping hint to
tei The only reason high pressure make good ones.
•
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In this new order of things, with
women, both married anti single.
Ifroodening their toothless activitien,
very 114.1-10U1 problem irises. It hi the
problem of what, whelk and whore to
eut.
lireakfest I. ulitiya • hurry-up meal
fer the men hot
inure no for the
%einem who goes too !PURIM'S'S. 1.1111C114M101, of ciiiirSik aro isgen In the
Itilichroolins Mid restaurants in ma
busilo•ss
seal ere no problem.
lett hoe sheet ilinifete7 Shall they,
It,. 4,. fe.ho.i olit mode or an they be
ii tt,-IHist
women may
1.11,10
:111. 1101110 emitting of %hid: they
fire a.. fond? rike sway the element
..f mode umi anxiety end iii Its place
put earefully theughtout menus, well
pito/Mogi and u's.ily prlitoltreoli and tomie
anthers uill agal# regain their high
faith' with the working houNewife,
line of the big eorries Is frequently
the milk. led it come/ Is it
fresh? IS it freeen? Has the mlik•
nein been mild.
Are the bottler
%% fished it
lolo't iota? However, there
It
, nu eillise for worry shout milk. Why
not keep I dozen cans of evaporeted
ifillk In your wintry/ There are large
tone,
till I to a quart of milk end
smaller cans that will meet the lesser
For evaporated milk is Just pure,
fresh milk with more than heir me
outer missing. This water can be re.
lohleegi In u Jiffy. If you so desire or
you can use It as cream if rich and
(mob' ere desired.
Here ure a few recipes that may be
used by "The Weenie %Vito Works"
for forming her tollIllS for self help
:aid Waal home cooking.
Scalloped Ham and Potatoes.
i pound smoked
1% cup. water
Main
1 green pepped
• S11.•4111.1111 pOtatoalli
(may be
clIpa rt apt,.
emitted)
rost.'d etilk
Fluor
diluted with
Cover mite bottom of art oiled baking
dish with sliced, raw potatoes Sprinkle
it lilt flour mod pieces if Mato ylo Inch
,orluare. Repeat until dish Is full. Fill
dish Ile full of diluted milk. Bake us'
ill put•tuo, Sr. 'voider
Epps en Casserole.
6 hard-bulled
op evaporated
eggs
uutilk
3 tom/atom,
tok.up water
then butter
tie cup grated
3 Base flour
cheese
tsp. suit
Bott•red crumb.
Cut hard-balled eggs In half and arrange aroulid the eda• of a greased
camseroide. Slice tomatoes in center of
dieh. kicks a white sauce of the ralik,
water, fat raid flour. Add cheese and
stir over a low fire until cheese Is well
mixed and smooth. Pour over tGnillto•s and •ggs. Cover with er
and bake 'want' minute., lot a in mho
rat• Ogo.U.

Rising Young Star
Fond of Cooking

HUDSON COACH
$1259
"At Your Doer"
Nodseag elm to Po,

Brougham • 11 1519
7•Pass Sedan 1750
JO pru.r.
owl .no P044.•

Kew
Amoion.oto.

Cr...., ads4

fte
b.. p.m

la/, 5•41•10, 11,.$16,•
•

littm,oass
ioup sad Tail lush,.

C;j3
\
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Hudson holds first advantagebecauseofitspatented
Super-Six ----the world's
mostfamous motor. More
than 800,000 have been
built by Hudson under its
exclusive principle. For
11 years it ha.s been outstanding because of distinctive smoothness, wide 4
flexibility, power, speed
and reliability.
And today's Hudson
Coach is not only the best
ever built. It also is priced
lower than ever before.

,
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Kramer-Maupin Motor Co.
Headquarters NI WEIN MACHINE SHOP, Fulton, Ky.
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A WORD TO HOUSEWIVES.

Claiborne Fester, that clever WTI
lady oho makes Barry Connors' pilly
"Applesauce," the 1/1It
Blending comedy su
ryes of the year, is an
est raordInary
youug
woman. She is gofer.,
ally recognized as one
Of the rising young
stars of the Aniere
binge and her service,
and company are :1 way.
In demand but Mich Is
her nature ths i '
-!'..,:‘ vim.'
tames lie
"bright lights and leads a 51I
11
,,
., pie and unesten
tatious life wher
ever she may he

\V it! the call of Spring in the air, it reminds one of the many outdoor
lactivities in which the home should partake and enjoy. Surely the Housewife should be allowed this pleasure as well as other members of the family.
You have at your command an institution which, with its modern
equipment, makes it possible to give you an extra holiday in each week of
—le year. "The Home of Cleanliness" cares
Et
for your family wash in a
clean, modern, sanitary way—no hanging of the clothes outdoors to catch
0-erms circulating in the air, or in rooms where sleeping and eating are
done, but clean tables and assorting bins care for your clothes until they
reach you spic and span.
she
is e"..""115.
This extra precaution and insurance toward cleanliness costs no more.
girl, being :
loolOP
Claiborne Foster. pessionetely fond
Why not take advantage of this extra day each week by sending the
Of Coolsilig, till tat at which she is
„nd „wo, of her le!suretam ii vwash to "Thu Home of Cleanliness?"
lime IS altodll III the Modestilhthe
Choose one a our family wash services and make a holiday out of the
I,
of her lipartIvicol. 41 hell
onyin,; in some prodUidioll. Miss wash da. with a guarantee for every precaution in safeguarding your
rooter may he found at her hoot.
short dist:owe fruit, New York city.! clothes.
niter., she re‘cls In the Joys id cook
DRY WASH SERVICE
fug for the Whole fm
aily M ot her
those who prefer to do their own ironing at home we now take
For
her %ovations do
the %%urn of the urdinury butler
the family washing and retuurn it home clean and dry not ironed) for 6
▪ T-ere are two dillies which are re .
c,(:nts a pound. You will find many of the pieces so perfectly washed
....lid with more favor by Mies
will be unnecessary.
og'. than are any titiotrs. These tier "'“I dried that it
Itronk shrhops and chicken eli cm-or
Vorclone
Tumbler
The
used in the 0. K. Laundry is the only drying
olt`.
simplest of fernia
lam. not 1:1,Ists upou the purest of in tumbler that does not depend solely on heat to dry clothes,
it is the missgredients, usine pure hotter, and e% al,
Be sure to see this
-toted milk. 'flue recipes that she ing link in an otherwise perfect laundrying process.
'iset are:
wonder machine at the 0. K. Laundry any time, feel and smell the clothes
Bronk Shrimps.
dries, notice how fresh and sweet smelling they are.
it
I cups shrimp...
Solk• 2 eag•
canned
fresh
irs cup •Soporsted
4 (lisp fat
nillk
ROUGH DRY SERVICE
44
cup a•ter
l"'esv graIns say.
thee, four
suns
3 tap
Clothes washed, flat pieces, such as table cloths, sheets, towels, pillow
Chan the shrimps, end cook In half
the flit for 2 minutes; add seasonite: cases, napkins, bedspreads, ironed and ready for
use. Starch pieces
and lemon; cook 2 minutes longer. Ite.
litoSe shr11111101 and Make U %%bite Sallee starched and dried ready for ironing. This service for 10c per pound; 50c
of the remelifing fat, flour and IIIIII.; minimum package.
...hen till, letied add yolks of Rigs
%lightly beaten. stirring In quickly and
FINISHED FAMILY SERVICE
vookiee two miuutee; veld the shrimps.
Chicken en Casserole.
Clothes washed, all pieces ironed and pressed ready for use. This sert•ndor
cup evaporated
roast Lois
milk
vice
10e per pound, with an additional cost of 10c per pound for the ironbutter
I (lisp chopped
= 'ban lard
parsley
ing
'talc and rapper
of
the starched pieces.
I cups choppral
• pint
%solos..
lomehri..ints
Choose the service best suited for your need and let us prove the ecoClean chicken, spilt down hock. and
ley breast upward lib ceeserole Spree I
nomical way of answering your wash day problems. Don't be burdened
breast, dust till I, Suit allot pep,
Per. add led eater, cover closely Niel with that worry.
ott

In Case of Emergency
When you walit a thing in a liurry
you rush to a local store and get it.
But do you realize that the existence of our stores depends upon
continued business.

- 11,-

If every person in this community were
to use the stores only for emergencies
there would soon be no more places
to satisfy those urgent needs.
You should do your part towards keeping local business alive and in a con,
stant state of betterment I-, doing all
your trading at
, 'ii I .
home. It will be profitable to you as well
as to the entire consmunity.
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Office is the place to get Visiting Cards
4"and cards to enclose in invitations.

I

4

lemon Jules

The Advertiser

•

salt

1

oils.

)

apellda

flit titer

took in hot oven oll• hour.
When
nearly tender put In evaporated milk.
t: usbroonis and parsley. CON er again,
And cook 20 minutes longer. Serve
liot lu sasseruhe

0. K.STEAM LAUNDRY
Phone 130

J. J. OWEN, Proprietor,

Fulton, K
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1 110.'0 coiliP•iiiics

ollso ll for eckless Itillale

lc

I he
tilt \Nimbi lie Ievk.

$.
rarrived accidents
, (Irk cus Illt
A1001)11'
11!111
Olt'
liSls
It is a All'011gt.
the
114.‘t,palwis IV\ 0'31.

tact that thi
rec kless driv er who never pays are always some smart A I..
any attention to railrond or in- who, no matter where th,•
m atter tertian!!i crossings and the or where thvY go, they al,
Entered as second
has HO re- try to make it titinleasnel
dri% Vt.
N,.v. 25, 1924, at the Post Office
I,', Iii'' ol her fellow ot hers. If they alt' ion 111..
Fulton. Kentucky. under the Act .4 e
lble road. yoll 1111151 poke niollg and
‘N hen be meets
Slab II 3. 1579.
The pity of it is that com- their dust iii run auto Fit
lit iii', few of the reckless with them. If you are on li.
BETTER HOMES
drivers t'', ti have to pay fol. street you most listen to th,
ken
l.l
Fultim ha- always
their recklessness. So often filthy iemarks, if at elinrch
great pride in its homes. Be- IheY Y,"•aPc 111111
ill a IdaUe it an itisem o nl, (him
11111,i 11111 iii With OW allyond question the exterior of Ide
their brilliant
F'alton homes is as at
Tile National BlirCall of Cas- noyance of
stag,
to the eye as those of ally elly
11111i Surety Underwriters th o ughts deli vered i n it
of its size to be found. The has 111'11(.0VII it Plan N% InCh is W Ilk Per. I n society their wit
thing that firat appeals to the he first workable idea that aml puns must be endured. We
stranger here IA Ole helttllyiii has been develoPed to curb imagine that our readers have
inir homes.
the driver who is heedless of net all this genio and with us
great
The same may well be said the consequences his actions will say they are about
of the interior of Fulton homes. may lead to.
nuisances as the Creator ever
A pride that manifests itself by
In the future, when licenses clothed in flesh and endowed
beautifying the outside of the have been denied automobilists with the spark called life,
home and the premises also or when the right to drive has
-tinds expression inside the been revoked by duly authorTHE NATURAL WAY
home.
ifed persons thus affected will
Local business men catzr to be' unable lo obtain automobile
Wide-awake retail biotin(
tb,
the tastes of the type of home insurance through any ot the men advertise bevause
lover which Fulton boasts. principal
casualty and surety want the people of their tilt,
They carry in stock a high class companies which comprise the lug area to know about the
tif merchandise for home beaugoods they have for sale; th.
,aieation and one does not need National Bureau.
. vehicle commissioners want to extend an invitation I
Mo.tor
to go outside the boundaries of
ditt erent states will ,turnish people to call and see them.
his or her home city to find evpeople read the advertisi .
"dlalelY to the . 1%,:itional
"
1
"
1
,
1
a modern ,
ery requirement
the names of all per- ?moos because they want b.
home.
have been know what and where they cal,
li
ions wh _cerises
!evose
The instinct to own at home
oked. this intormat ion will buy to the best advantage, and
is strong in the breast of eVorV- illaletilidely be distributed to these facts can be determined
one and the means that are tke companies, and turther in- only after knowing what the
provided by local agencies surant..e to reckless.tirsivers will merchants have to offer. They
.make the owning of a home a be refused and existing Instil.- haven't the time to make thc
goal that every one, by thrift
rounds of all stores and comean`.eled'
"
and industry. can some day at- an
ished fact, say pare prices and merchandise,
estahl
s an be
It i0.111
lain.
the Bureau officials, that many so they rely on the advertiseFulton will become more serious accidents are caused by ments.
substantial and a more desira- •those who continue to operate
The local newspaper is the
bit' place to live as its percengrows. m en after their licenses have logical and natural medium
tage of home owners
been revoked for good cause. between buyer and seller. It
which
e(nine nntuii ‘‘.
tt •iz
ismad ti‘
Tiny!sg(
Insurance carried by an ii'- is a means by which the met.eli
responsible and reckIess driv- chant speaks to his customers
'
an interest because it is a form er simply makes him nowt. and the customers do their
at Lonununity betterment that careless. The action of the buying.
is of inestimable value.
The one should use it and
casualty conipanies is a move
in the right direction, and if all the other should read it. Both
a
to
Advertiser
Send the
Mates would cooperate with profit from the transaetion.
friend one vear—only $1.00. '
EXTENDING THE LAW'S
ARM.
Subseription $1.00 iier year

Value of Cow's Yearly Work
Shows Gain of 81 Per Cent

Ls 98

Vesely VaLer
Products ofaCo.
To-sag,

Yearly VIOL,*
ProchictsasCoy
i90i/
MP* 4.5.
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VAT.CE of a cow's yearly pr.,.19 doh of dairy products It; PAN "us $7.4
Tutlay It Is 1MS, an Increase In 17, y••,,r. of 81 per cent, aevorilIng to the

Blue Valley Creamery InstItote. During the

perlod, however, total inn

production increased 51 per toot. the nuniher of dairy cows 111 per rent end
the purchasing p/raer of their produrt. 17 per ,ent. The average amount of
milk produced by each con Ir. reste-d from 3,434 pounds in 1914, to 4.885
.1,0,‘ a dolt the average production of milk
St present. or 27 per rent, it,
gained with the larger number, of OM S and that both Iticreasist at a greater
rate than the purchasing power of eml, cowl: productl..n. In other words, the
Institute points out, the value ,if Pa' il 40,04 prof,ti.-lion hut not kept Nee with

the value of commodItte.i flip filrIller Malt buy. As eows pr.olnelog 4.363
pounds of nillk • year are hn%-pnitlt imiker.a. the Importonee of high producing
animals is emphasized by the Ihstitiite's exports. Better breeding, teller
inilkP more protitmttle
feeding and the elltubintion of low-pi-who lug
po,er of each cow's
dairy herds and Ineren.e tbe ,3111.
produch4, the

cencloh.,.

The president has issued an
executive order empowering
the federal prohibition enforcement officer to appoint
local officials to assist in enforcing. the Vidstrao
As might be expected, therL
has been a storm of protest
against this so-called encroac1:ment upon state authority, VI
most of it has come from the
modificationists and those of
more pronounced wet tendencies.
,
If the men who want ti'
Volstead law made less seve,,
t,n the theory that it can't tic
enforced in its present fom.
are sincere in their arguments.
they should not object to thi-:
extension of the law's arm to
determine whether prohib:,,n
can be made more effecti\
The criticism that the
violates the rights of sfic,
not well taken. inasmuch acoercion or force will be applied by the federal government to get state co-operation.
The order says that the appointments may be made in
states where there are no statutes forbidding state officers
to accept such appointments,
and none will be made except
without the acquiescence of the
It ppointee.
Surely no one can consistently object to this attempt on
the part of the federal prohibition officer to extend the operations of the Volstead Act.
It at least should he given a
tail' test.

Let Us ISe Your
Business Partner
Your , - iler has a knowledge of your
business and you look to him for advice and
counsel on important matters. You are entitled to all the help he can give you.
Do you get a partner's help on your printed
matter? Do you get the most from the special1z0 knowledge which we have regarding
priming and paper, and above all the service
which a combination of the two can render?
Our job department has every modern equipment for doing work on rush orders. For
letterheads, billheads, and all kinds of forms,
we carry in stock, recommend and use
tossMIX1,144
The Vtility 7Ict.tine.t.s Paper

Let. Vs5erve You asa Partner

.."11111*

A SPLENDID FEELING
That tired. half-siek, discouraged feeling caused by a torpid liver and consupaled bowels can be gotten rid of Wa.I
surprising promptness by wing
You fed its beneficial effect nuit, the tir,..t
du,e 10.1 its purif vibg awl regulating effect
171

ipso .awneiainsotaisimanonnin
x
•

III

thorough and complete.

It. it only

drives out bile and impunties hit it anpartA a splendid f Iing of exhilaration,
strength, vim, and buoyancy of spirits.
Priec GOe. Sold by
Drug Stoi,, Fulton. Ky.
•Now is a good time to renew
your subscription for The Adyear. Don't
vertiser an
wait until your name is dropped
from the list. A 1.00 bill will
place you in goo dstanding lot
our list for one year.
HELP WANTED
--Experienced cigar makers
on shape or straight woi k.
can also place 15 or 20 girls
in learning department. Apply
AMERICAN CIGAR ('O.
Third and Fourth Sts,
Fulton, Ky.
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n"tie IL

;rand Theatre

I I LTON , 1\1 .

..2044)(000044400000410,15045c+).145

•

ith one of Our beautiful mon()Nue and shaded walnut Wring
suites in your dining room )ou
have the
can rest assured )7,
best that can he bought for much
more money elsewhere,and vill
give you years of reasonable service.
AI

ci

8-piece suite priced as low as

$78.00
We,

Belcii)14-1 hal Reh-igeraiors
'One Piece Seamless Porcelain.' with Seamless Porcelain Enamel
Provision Chambers are the Refrigerators we sell.

We have them in all sizes,
and all prices.
.4 This is one of the best Refrigerators manufactured
[
for the money, and one which will give perfect
satisfaction in every way. You can't keep from admiring it the moment you see it. Let's talk it over.

We invite you to inspect
our display.

S. P. Ethridge
Furniture Co.
452 Lake Street, next door to Grand Theatre, Fulton, Ky

FuLToN ApyEirrtsEk
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IN MEMORY OF MOTHER
Iii ttieitior% ot my dear momet. A14 .-. I on, 111."%Vti,.1.•
II
YP:liss ago
,
‘N OI
Pa '
I'll
-la's. are

hile ihe

gleaming
lin it tiplilAnd lilil itlit%'e,
it sloop • tit%ii
inn" I l
il it,„to i l nut
511,1.

HAVE HONEY!
\ LITTLE ready money will often get

you over
a BIG financial difficulty. It will also put you in a
position to grasp an unusual business opportunity.
Make up your mind to hank and save a PART
he.
of your income no matter how small it may
The START may seem hard, hut start you
MUST if you wish to win success.
We in%

ite YOUR Banking Business.

Start

Sit% jug

licgolarly Nt /W.

BANK
NAL
NATIO
CITY -That
Strong Bank"
FULTON, KY.

Railroad News

Chestnut Glade

not home is mit the Sante, dear
mot her,
Since you 14.ft us here :done;
hir hearts are e% et' lonely,
Otir life is drear and sad.
%511,4

1111i.

cia

.
litOt het

11111%
That

Ina.h

cii

Ii\ 1••

seetT1

glad ;
I"Ss isgivell. lolot
l'IllIttlialll
lu
NVo' trIlA ill Good
iguli Ii.
ller (laughter,

INOtt.t

meet

America Leads
Nations In Use
Of Ice Cream
It J111.1

0111.

food may Is. considered
dish, It hi Ica

elk

31"--Per

The writer had new cabbage ko cream Is a food particularly
and gooseberry pie for dinner, eldiihted to the no4414 of Individual* of
June marks the beginning of Saturday, which resulted in Hil ages, ill) Hg is If oloe4 the Ife4t
of
the summer campaign conduct; acute indigestion that lasted 13 111 of nutrient's for the repair for
ed by the railroads to further through Sunday. I missed a too:eg,t.ertit. blood and muscles and
ilry.
the prevention of accidents at perfectly good P. T. A. meet- Today thousand's of housewives
grade crossings. With high; ing Saturday evening, a ser- make their OWL, Ice cream As a conway travel at its height during mon Sunday morning and sing- sequence, the making of this highly
the summer months, it is in- ing Sunday afternoon. Not ai* nutritious food at it redu,ssi cost, yet
deed timely for C. H. Mark- more for me.
1-11,T01. It):
without In shy Ws) Impairing the
P. T. A. met Saturday eve- proolliet, is of Importance.
hum, president of the Illinois
t7entral System, to bring the ning. The audience was rath- !foam Poo.....endoets lone foUlld •
use of evap- Minigeisy-RAnyelle,i_SQ11C4PfS
subject of safety at grade cross- er good, considering the busy means to this end In the three
-inoierniqn.orud.
balsa,
Arrange ora,ed milk. There are
preceding.
ins to the attention of the pub- week
why
renNoeini
esatatrated
tacit
commitand
were
made
ments
statement.
monthly
ticin his
"The railroads are safer to tees appointeN to care for dework for and to ride on than tails incident to the giving an
tik. they used to be," he writes. ice cream supper at Chestnut
"With more employes and more. Glade.
Saturday evening. June 19,
passengers, there are fewer accidents to employes and pas- the P. T. A. will give an ice
accidents at cream supper on the campus.
sengers. But
grade crossings are increasing Everybody invited to come.
instead of decreasing. More There probably will be a musipersons were killed in grade. cal program arranged. Look unlikes flor 1 -o--el ,-ll,cldt, Ole) I ,
the
crossingaccidents in 1925 than for further details next week. out. MI./Ill,. CAI per yeld ofmilk
•
Rev. Ratlif, of Bardwell. urn! water In eeolieeer:deol
in any other year but one on
preached his annual sermon at toren refoileveol 1.3 eesporatton,
record.
a,,
of
e
percent's
Is over twice the
"Grade-crossing accidents in Oak Grove last Sunday morning present in this type of milk than U -audience
interested
an
quite
to
1925 resulted in the loss of
I,
Is In ordinary market milk—
that give loor
2,206 lives and the injury of of old friends of the surround- since it is the
preach
will
He
country.
ing
eresin its ple-oising flavor, this fact Is
6,555 persons, an average of
one person killed or injured at Bible Union, near Latham, of
Sunday.
third
the
Then, the comis,ItIon of ernporooted
every hour of the year."
Sunday morning, while driv- milk Its constant, fr the reason that
The importance of this camnear
road
has been put through an homogenizIt
Line
State
the
paign is being stressed in ing on
ing proCess, which breaks up the fat
schools by teaching children Oak Grove church, Mr. Bob globules Into tiny particles and di+
the habit of safety. Classes McClure ran his car into the tributes them evenly throughout the
are being conducted by civic bank, breaking the windshield.
milk. This attribute makes for an levand community organizations. a piece of glass striking Mrs. et...am mixture of uniform quality and
throat
her
cutting
One texture.
For all such cooperation, Mr. McClure,
Markham points out, the rail- rather badly. It was thought Finally, experts agree that the use
but
was
cut
veiw
lie ii Oak. They are the hest without a question. They are scientifically
are finished in
of evaporated milk In Ice cream conroads are extremely grateful. the jugular
the doctor arrived and succeed- tributes to Its hygienic qualities, for
built. They have all the important features necessary to a perfect refrigerator cleanlied in stopping the blood. It is the reason that essporated milk is enness, odorless, free circulation. economy in the use of ice. condensation and dry air, and
hoped it will not prove serious. tirely sterile. Health authorities dethe
long life. An inspection of the LEONARD will thoroughly convince Yribl that they are
be
Crisp Sports Dress
Mr. and Mrs. Haze Bowden, clare that milk and cream should tow
COW in and see our line.
sizes.
all
have
We
I
money.
to U heat of 150 degrees ,
the
!rented
for
obtainable
refrigerators
best
relavisiting
of Radium SilL-f Detroit, are
half an hour in order that a prodat-t
tives and friends here.
Yes, we have a splendid line of ICE CREAM FREEZERS, ICE PICKS and WATER
may be produ.a..I free from infectise
Mrs. Emma Grissom and organisms. Exuporated milk is pro..
COOLERS. Small and largo sizes just the kind you want.
with eased at 240 degree-4 for so mittute-t.
daughter will go back
chiland, therefore, Its Introduction into an
them for a visit with her
dren and other relatives there. Ice-cream mixture inc-reuses Its ',urn\
In proportion to the amount of evapThey leave next Saturday.
Mrs. H. N. Finch is very ill orated milk used.
ill :.0011 take IspAsesalun of your place Lai
I tint.
,
; sax..
at the home of her daughter,
The flies and mosquit,ws are biThlig
Mrs. Joe Croft. She has reWe have a splendid line of screen dts,rs
protected.
windows
and
doors
the
have
less you
cently returned from Florida.
for your protection. Place our order nuw.
screening
41.44
of
kinds
.•••••••4141.11.11.114
all
and
i14.114.1114.11.4.1.11
Singing at Chestnut Glade
is growing. An immense crowd
came Sunday with quite a numDisease is an Effect;
or of visitors.
Come again and bring some
It has a CAL %SF.
one with you. We are glad to
Now is the time to cut grass, and you will want to do it easily as possible. The best and
to Chestnut
welcome you
easiest way is to use the "Blue Grass" ball bearing lawn mowers. built of tho hest steel
Glade.
and iron. We have them in all sizes, made well and durable.
TIMELY CAMPAIGN

A_

it','Hi !fill',

You men who have to OPI
be 100 per cent on the
job when the mercury
says 100 degrees, will
be glad to know a
whole ,lot more about
a
these comfortable suits
of cool breezy materials in both light and re.4
dark colors.
Right now while the
summer is young, you
should stop in and see
the style that exactly
suits your ideas. We
have it, whether you
like novelties or prefer
more conservative
models.
At reasonable prices.

‘1'114.ii the evening shades are
falling,
Anil we are all alone,
at
In our hearts there comes
longing,
If you only could come honie•

I.'w•

t, • I 1,..n1
,7,1 :;!.'di it ii,4111

Be Comfortable! These
Cool Suits will help

liii w,,ary hours, her tlays of
pain,
114.r troubled nights lift* past,
Iler ever patient, worn-out
flame
II a- I utoil sweet rest at last.
411.

i

Cold Facts for
hot Weather
Consideration

All Leonard Refrigerators

Flies vs. Screens

red
'ect
ad•er.

f

"Blue Grass" Lawn Mowers

Chiropractors

—1.-

d.

:y

CARD OF THANKS

Locate and Adjust that

CAUSE, It's
The members of Palestine
church ‘‘atii I e:..press their
way to get \\ ell.
thank, and appreciation to "Nature's
Mrs. Alvin .1. Burrow for the
BiA ,, I N. Also I s fr., k of %%Idle null- gift of a nice, large pulpit
um silk, with blue radium applique hie to be placed on the pulpit
maiming. Is to be recommended. It in the church. May hr life be
Chiropractor.
will keep Its freshness all sutunter., long and useful in the servi, .
since it can be laundered and le alto- i of the Master.
gether practiced.
799—PHONES-92
A. N. WALKER. Pastor.

Doctor Methvin,

Over Irby Drug Co., Fulton. KY.
A nice gift. Send The AdHand us a dollar bill and
yearone
friend
a
to
the
on
vertiser
name
Advert'sget your
•+++++++.!.+4•++++++
or list as a regular subscriber.' only $1.00.

.41.1

A complete line of "Quick Meal" Oil Cook Stoves.

KENTUCKY HARDWARE & IMPLEMENT
COMPANY, Incorporated.

Church St. Fulton, Ky.
and Treas.

W. W. Batts, Pres.

Ben. W. Slow. Soc'y

4

•

THP FULTON ATNFRTIN111

Your
Opportunity

STRAIGI1T AL
WIEN Algid EMMY'
On How to Lose Your Inheritance

Now
To Trade in Your
Old Vacuum Cleaner
on a Wonderful
New

ELECTRIC CLEANER
Gets ALL ihe dirt y Air"lions
IL JU1.Y FIRST we
'iIIU I.Sonderful ti tide-in
kJ value for your old electtic cleaner-- any make, any
Londition, in the purchase of a new Royal.
Take,this opportunity of oppot tunities. Get a Royal—
the cleaner with the mat velous cleaning speed and efficiency,
which has made housekeeping easy in hundreds of thousands
of homes.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES
• COMPANY •
When you buy John Deere implements you
are sure of prompt repair service
throughout their long life -

7
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A FARM WAGON
THAT IS GUARANTEED
The amount of satisfactory service that a wagon
will give depends entirely upon the material and skill
the manufacturer puts into it. We want to show you
a wagon that is built of the best materials by imn
who know how—

THE JOHN DEERE WAGON
The Wagon Thal is Guaranteed

•

A special machine automat- John Deere Ww, .,,, and every
ically measures the inside of the piece of wood is air-seasoned
skein ef the John Deere farm under cover in our own yard,.
wagon and shapes the axle to for at least two years.
Tls'
fit accurately. The skein is
tires art. sat hot under hydrauset in red lead under high pres- .
lac
pressure
and
under
a
gauge
sure. It has exactly the right
p:tch, and the axle has the that assures proper dish--the
right gather to make the John load is always carried on plumb
Deere wagon run lighter than 'spokes,
other wagons. With the Julio . And don't forget this other
Deere sand- and dust-proof big feature—the heavy ma!
ins there is no wearing of Icable fifth-wheel with co,
bearing surfaces--the oil stays ,rugated coupling—no bending
in — the wagon is always or breaking of kingbolt--b..1
smooth-running and light-pull- stet does not get out of line imd
rock— no dan -er of tee a
ing.
Only carefully-selected oak when handling large, top I.
and hickory are usial in the 1,ads.
Came In and see this wagon read the guarantee on the tool
boa Let us explam the many fine points embodied in it.

"It Is so hard for me to get shoo
on what Julio left me," omnplanii-1
Mr• Norris to Aunt Ibutny
wants to get a Joh. hut I always want
to i'uItag.i'd tin
gio
.
." In terruitted
tie tuyis
*out Emmy, "but what about
tinting stock?"
You see
"I'm aiming lit that.
thenaht I could Invest mime of thi:•i.
suet' a
left,
they
yield
John
hood,
.1‘1110.11111• iiiat seeed
tiny
I needed sidr•
bring tool money
•,,,,iley, so when the telephone ran, .
elan.
a
he hadIv,tiat day attd
iii est sitter mild he had 11,4.11 refet
to me by a friend Anil wanted to inn,
A. I
POMO KIII .V1i1S.A ii1•11•1.
Over
Ida! him to come right up
11.
Stanhope.
was
Mr.
name
Hie
so Mee Ile told me all about tie
intin.sy people are maklug In le ,t
Platinum jewelry Is
Main mimes
,
l gehneei,w
s,I a
ss
ut ,
Tailip e
sad
Int
some stock In • wunde,
tel me have
tic. company woeld
fill mine, tont Ow
bey the stock back If I over waive,
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You Can Share, Our Pride
In This Big Task
big job which the t;le•
phone organization in
kentti..ky is performing
is one in which you h ive more
than a casual interest. This is a
year of constructi,IFI :11111 e pillSIMI to care for the prc sent demand for service and pro\ ide
for the needs
the immediate
future.

tiiiifle?."

lv
"lists you a
wile of the °Myers of the mining com
i;sni {xi sI
pair lii hue pCi-i that the ,
Auto Emmy,
"Why no
"Well, you will have trouble co'
tins your money back. A cutups.,
cannot he compelled te buy Its vs

We Must give the bent and
broadest service possible. We
must provide a service which
will not only keep pace with
the growth of the State, but
also with the constantly increasing use of the telephone.
We must have rates low
enough to enable every person
who ought to have it telephone
to have one, but sufficient to
pay the cost of producing the
service and earn enough to attract capital to take Care ot this
growth.

Duriny, the five-yeai period,
including Ittn, our plans require an e.,penditure ml Ii,940,000 ill kentucky for additions and replacements. Practi•
calls all of this is new nit
whkh must he sccured Irmo investors.
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hiiiiiit7
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e It harder for me. Ile knew I tuns:
e good busineas judgment, he said
• aase I brought my children Pup se
beautifully. He offered to take the
binds and change them for his stock."
"Oh, Lord!" exclaimed Aunt Emmy
'did he give you, a receipt?"
"Why, of course, his was the nice.'
man. But Junior staid after he ler
!hat he didn't like him. He said le
looked slick.
Boys are so tunic
Well, I got the pia.mum stoek but Mr
Barnes at the ball'e nays it's no
mute be miateksa But I a ant
bonds back ao I came to you for help
And you're always so lucky abiosygop.r
investments"
"Not lucky, Just mensible," corrected
'ut Emmy. "Why, oh why, don
. catutult youir hanker, who under
!alai', finance before you risk yo.,
meney? This Its not your first Ins
Remember that plece of land
bought that was under water?"
"That was different." said Mrs. N.,
r at slushing. "and anyway. Mr Ste,.
tiope by honest, I can tell
'If be were honest, h
.• • lit
hate promised you the tainga
promised.
Reputable house
die,
vend out representatives at • ma,
promisee about repurchase 'sto,
Whi don't you 'phone your Sir Sae
'lope?"
"I did, but he's mit ot town
I
written, too, lint I ..diptaise I sla.
111.1•P to wait until he gets back
1.
Iese• several week.- now, at, he slue.
Se back soon."
Just then the evening paper ea ,
stint Emmy glaniad at il. then read
'rely. Iler expression grew
it!
dolts. She handed the paper to S',
Nerria Ott the front siege was an ..
'oust of a financial scandal
'1
souse that sold Mrs Norris her ni
.ne stock tam Involved ant the rd.
sly, ran the business !lad been Iniie
ed for fraud.—.A. B Aymel.

plopet we-ely and et ficiently.,
we shall render the largest benefit to the public.

This is what your telephone
organization is trying to do.

The interest of the telephime
subscriber and of the telcplhine
stockholder, in this undertakine., is practically the same. If
we serve the ownots of the
L. h.

But our success depends, in
lar:.;e measure, upon the good
will apd friendly interest of the
entire community.

WEBB. Kentucky Manager
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Envelopes to Match

f.

Use envelopes to match the color of your
stationery.
We can supply you with fine letterheads
printed on Hammerrnill Bond and furnish
envelopes to match in any of the twelve
colors or white.
Remember we are letterhead specialists. You
will find the quality of our printing and the
paper we give you very high and our prices
very low.

Let Us Show You What We Can De

Elizabeth ("Betty", Clark. El, of
Cedars. Delaware, is ono of that
state's girl candidates for the Anie..i•
can Youth Award. establialied by ilia
directors of the sesqui-centenutai lii
tel national Exposition, to be held at
Philadelphia from June I to December I iii ObAPrVAIII`P of 150 years of
American Indepeudenee. If "Betty" is
finally (dawn to represent Delaware
she will he given a week's trip to the
Exposition and to Washington And the
Wh:to Douse, where she will receive
a medal from the hands of President
Coolidge.

Phone 794
When in need of High-Grade
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THE BANXER-EDUCATOR PLAN TO
;,13TE BETTER AGRICULTIME

4'4'004 t44104••••••••48.41.1.••
MRS. FALL

Blouses

summer
for
Pretty and Practical

Whir you buy John Deere implements you
aro sure of prompt repair service
throughout their long life

4
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The more
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dings. He reports the following:
BIG REVIVAL MEETING IN
June 5—Perry Rogers of PROGRESS AT HICKMAN
Hickory, Ky., to Mrs. Fronie
Hickman is in the midst of
McAdoo, of Mayfield, Ky.
greatest revival effort she
the
June 5—Joseph S. Mullins of
of has undertaken for years. TheGrey.
Uriel
Wing°, to Mrs.
Baptist and Methodist church
Mayfield.
es united in this effort and
f
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Simon
June 6—Otis
built a large tabernacle down
Crutchfield:to Miss Roelle Pru- in the business section. The
itt of Fulton, Route 4.
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June 6—Julian Love, of Ful- large and interest is being
Mcton, Route 6 to Miss Marie
widely manifested.
Natt. of Dukedom, Tenn,
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to
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Our Motto
field. Ky., to Miss Imogene conducted more successful re latest models.
Our equipment is complete and of the
Sanderson, of Mayfield.
revival meetings than an
t, of , vival
June 6—Harry Viveret
Methodist preacher in the
;
Niamie
East St. Louis, to 111iss
Memphis conference.
, Bruce oi Dublin, Ky.
Come over and enjoy anti
dge,
Time Religion" revival
—Old
L. A. Winstead, P. G. Jones and Paul F.thri
The big DOLLAR SALE now meeting. You are cordially inant.
Lady Assist
in progress at Reynolds' Store vited. There have been abo ut
Rural 114 - 124 is attracting the attention of • 200
conversions to date.
Cumberland phone IS - 327. 252 -64.
Read
economical shoppees.
Fulton, Ky.
the page ad in this paper.
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Fulton Hardware Co.
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Visiting Cards
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Winstead & Jones Undertaking Co

Wedding
Announcements.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

We invite You to Gall arid see them.

R. S. Williams
.::)(;5491515-Vffii!'e,91101-r"Oel,r51
)

Ambulance Service Day and Night.

a.

Smart

f
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Envelopes to Match
color
Use envelopes to match the

CONTRACTS WILL BE LET
JUNE 28 FOR SURFACING ROAD
Grading of the new highway
between Fulton and Hickman
is practically completed and
contracts will be let on June
28 for surfacing the road between Cayce and Hickman.
We understand gravel will be
used, nothwithstanding the desire for concrete.

of your

stationery.

letterheads
We can supply you with fine and furnish
printed on Hammermill Bondof the twelve
envelopes to, match in any
colors or white.
ead specialists. You
Remember we are letterh
printing and the
our
of
quality
the
will find
and our prices
high
very
you
give
we
paper
low.
very

We Can Do
Let Us Show You What

At.

With Matching Scarf

McCracken county has had
a wonderful strawberry crop
to harvest this season--the
largest in its history. Two hundred and thirteen carloads already shipped with good prospects for several more cars to
close the season.
Tiits is one of those sItiiple and
REFRESHING DRINKS
a small.
Orange Julep, Grape Julep, smart spring frocks, nkth matchin
g
with
Cherry Julep, are some of the bright scarf, bordered
tied dose up about the
refreshing summer drinks be- materialItand
light
In
Is very wearable
ing served at Smith's Cafe. neck.
woolens, silk crepe or other soft
Here you get the pure fruit fabrics, to the season's favored colors.
juices ice cold for five cants
'

Phone 794
PRINTING
When in need High -Grade
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BUYING AT HOME DEVELOPS the EIVI
Save with safety at the

3r4 ow erri _ -.
1%.

(4)..)224 Store'
a

F.LOI,

Try our store first.
The price is right.

-Boaz pro
- C

Evans

A Thorough Rug
Cleaning Sell lee
Vill Will lit' :1111:i . iut t hi wouuil.rto
appearance of
iiI (.1i1 tugs after
they have beet! r I 1.11
Ili in u.t Ii
cleaning by our 4.\ pert s.
pall
icle of dust mid dirt Is rulislyts1 atuul
%‘e return them to Nou pure, clean
and sanitary.

Phone 130
0. K. Steam Laundry.

ril1,1014 KIr411.1(10,
7,,

,r. Main and Church Sts.

commuNrn

•

If you want to 1044, nice and
neat you must remember that
your shoes ha% c got to he repairnice.
4

A. J. Wright
The Shoe Rebuilder.

TRY

318 NVaIntil Si.
Plume SOO
Free Deli% ery.

Culver's
Sweet Cream
Ice Cream

Culver Bakery
Company.

II
IV1
:
4IP

kr

A home product by a
home factory

ti

444k`i,
,
t.;

•

,!

116,4110%%.2_>:„„d

Hornbeak Bros. Bakery Co.
Incorporated

Do you live 6 days a week
and just exist on Monday?
4.+•;•.:,•:•+•:••:.++

Is it worth while. this slaving over the
wash tub': How little money it saves,
how much it cost in shining hands and
lame hack. Sond it the

tv across the Coutiler
you buy across the counter in the
stores of this town, you arc using good
business judgment. Why? There are many
reasons, but one of the most important is this:

+ ++-;••

John Huddleston

I LEN

Federal I daundry
GUY B. SNOW. Proprietor
Phone 44
314 Walnut St. Fulton.

You can buy wh
—iry-ou want at the price you wish
to pay! You are not obliged to accept "something just as good," because you are in a
position to compare values and make your
own selections.

IF YOU HAVE
SOMETHING TO
SELL Advertise it
in this space.

When you trade at home you are helping your
friends to help you! And there is no finer
thing in life than neighborly co-operation. It
always pays—in happiness and satisfaction as
well as dollars and cents.

Read the Ads in This Paper
and save yourself money by trading at home

PLUMBING
399 PIli IN

199
+4,

House Cleaning Time
Need not be a time of incr. druggen
Send your curtains, spreads and blankets away in our wagon; they'll come
back in a couple of days later delight fully fresh and fragrant.

Federal Laundr
GUY B. SNOW, Proprietor
Phone 44

314 Walnut St. Fulton, k

F11

We do all kinds of Job

WILLIAMS

i -Printing
fliZt

We do all kinds of Job

Printing

Can Print anything from a
Visiting Card to a Newspaper.

dOe

to,MMERMi
BOND

and Our Good

is that little artistic touch that characterizes our
Printing as Superior Quality.

PRINTING
Will SaveYou
Money

Try us with your Next Order.

Phone 794
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SundaySchool
Lesson' Learn 1 hrift the

(04 the
Habit=

1,, ss

•

ry Cleaning Way

Lesson tor June 13

Habit is the strtingest impulse in
man. Get the habit of saving and
your future ‘velfare anti prosperity is
assured. Maybe your habit now is to
spend too freely. You realize that
it is tt bad.thing and would like to overcome it. Big fortunes had small
beginnings. Right here is where we
desire to interest you. A single dollar will start you. The saving habit
will grow anti so will your bank account.
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You'll be surprised at the fresh new beauty your froc
k takes
on after dry cleaning---with our modern equipmen
t.
Never discard a garment until we have passed judg
ment upon it.
The cost is trifling compared to the added service it
will give you.
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THE FARMERS BANK
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When you call No. 130 you get in touch
ith the livest
organization in the city of Fulton. We clean
anything,
and when we clean an article, we mean to
say that we
take the dirt out. General laundry work, Fren
ch Dry
Cleaning and Pressing, Rug and Carpet Clean
ing in
fact, cleaners for the entire community.
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VOU can't go wrong. Just say "I want Purina
Chick
Startena for my baby chicks."
50% of the baby chicks fed average rations die.
You can
save 90% when you feed Startena.
Dead chicks are
expensive.
Bo in the 90% class. Give your baby
chicks a chance to earn large profits fur
you.
'PURINA
Phone us for Startena. Start them
CHICK
growing today!

STARTE

For Sale by all Grocers

Browder Milling Co., Pistributors
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J. J. OW EN, Proprietor
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Now is the time to Build Your Home.
Let us assist you with your plans.
We sell
Eternit
Asbestos

We sell
Super - we
shk!stos

Shingles,
and invite
YOU to call
& examine

Shingles.
They can
not blow tip
Nor can

them.
they warp.
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The One Occasion

•

0. K. Steam Laundry

IV. Joseph's Fidelity as a Prisoner
In

-vt here oc.: must be absolutely
sure is when a funeral director
is called. One cannot afford to
take a chance on inferior service
:it such a time.
It is mainly to teach folks
where to get the kind of service
they will wish that these talks
are appearing in this paper.
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The Lumber business is one
where constant watchfulness
and care is needed to secure
the best results.
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FULTON UNDERTAKING CO.
INCORPORATED
D.P. LOWS • • • A.r STUDDLEF;PLO

AMBULANCE SERVICE - LADY ASSISTANT
FUNERAL HOME
•••

J.

•• •
302 CARR ST.
FULTON. Ply
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We are always careful to protect our
customers by selling them only the
BEST in the particular grade purchged.

Pierce, Cequm & Co.
Dealers in Lumber, Paints and Builders' Hardware.
Fulton, Ky.
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• First Baplist Church
C. H. Warren, Pastor.
June 11 to 17
Friday, 7:30 p, ii
devotional Riot herb.
tug, followed by lit litre oo
"Tra0010t in Christian Service"
by the pastor.
Saturday. 3:30 p. m.---Meet
lug of the Girls' Auxiliary,
Sunday, 9:30 a. m.--SundP
seiltad. George Roberts, Super
int enilent.
II :00 a. m.•--Sermon by the
past or.
p. nu—All B. Y. P. i
S:00 p. m.—Sermon by in,
pastor.
Tuesday-7:30 p. m.—V. 1.
Your Home
S. Orcheatra practice.
,Irpwod.
11.• firlt inirre,4tort your yuan. 10\
Wednesday — 7:00 p. m.
w.ii
imply upon dirr •ppwasnie of your home
Teachers' meeting, Room No.
cs.susi and tomeOldiv detattatftl !wines ate lvtlt •
hnan.nal and •01,111.,,,t
1. at the church.
7:45 p. nu—Prayer meetinr.
Thursday— Choir practi,Nliss GOldsby, director.
We are glad to welcome a
COVEN
and
'flier are Oult.11•4
!Ave moth • I
,..thle You
ounilwr of college boys
•tit
greet bew.tv and dotabilto,,, olier,ng the net noun
[NMI
girls back to our city and the
•., boine decoration ant protection atetrut weedier
church life. It is a fine ad
•rt.I -OW
vertimement for any college for
M.., luau. 4
Stop in and nte ah.nut home painting
g•otnine IMorttie• SierVI.• which is youta tut the nai mug
its students to return to then
respective homes and take lit'
f iVe (Mart in the various activities of the church of their be
lief during vacation season,
Mrs. Martin Nall was with
us in our B. Y. P. U. last Sur
day evening and gave a num
tier of interesting readings dui'
ing the opening devotional.
Mrs. Nall is an excellent read
FULTON. /1Y er
and we appreciate her con
tribution to the program vi r\
much. We hope to have her
Margiut Allen in
fuMg message from the mission with us again in the near
; study book. Mrs. Martin Nall ture
entertained the girls with three
comic readings, which they 1,1i.
joyed very much. During the
sorial hour the hostess sji\ iii
, iced tea and sand wieloe:
those present. The
adjourned to meet in
104 Washington St.
%vitt' Miss Ruth Bugg toll lilt
street.
THINK!
The Warner Blackards will
Dr. A. C. Boyd, Rector
HAVE MONEY!
meet Monday at 3 p. m.. with
Mesdames Sam Brown and
Trin
SeCOIIII Still day after
\l. I .
Sam Edwards at the home of ity.
lUtt
Mts. Brow n tin 5th street.
7:30 a. in.—Early Commur
Nit% and Mrs. I. It. Nolen re- ion.
turned this week after a pleas-, 9:•15 a. m.—Church School
with their SIMS, Mar- H
-. Stansbury, Superintend
H. S.
i Yin and Rob Nolen and family ent.
Mo.
City
Jefferson
11:00 a. n.-,-Matins .!.
J. V. Freeman, Pastor
! Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Emeryi sermon.
Thir*
returned
have
Jr.,
1.17d,
and
7:30 p. m.—Evening prayor
Sunday school, 9:30 a. m. T. '1
visit
extended
an
utter
home
,
.and address.
J. Kramer,Supt
Mrs. Emery's mother.
4.' Everybody cordially invited
Epworth Leagues. 6:15, Jr.; to
%mi.
Eldridge G
Mrs.
- s. °` to attend these services.
--'
-r;
6:30. Sr.
relatives
visiting
is
Memphis,
Church News.
Prayer meeting. 7:45 each
and friends in the city.
Dr. Boyd will go to Clitit..11
Wednesday evening.
Mrs.
and
Boaz
T.
T.
Mrs.
next Sunday for services at
Preaching 11 a. ni. and 7:45
are. spending 3:30 .....
p m. Hereafter the regp. tn. by the pastor. The pub- Ge"g'' Hester
.
Memphis.
lie i„.„rdizn y invited to at- • the week in
tiler service will be held ev"Is Imsme erv second Sunday al 3:30 P.
Miss. Madge 1411Y1
tend. The services of last Sunfor a tew weeks from Bowling ifl:
day were splendidly attended.
colattended
Green .where she
Mr. Wm. Coulter and wife
At the morning hour the sacraMiss Tax'- motored to Tiptonville Sunday
winter.
past
this
lege
was
:;upper
ord.,
,
ment of the 1.
near. afternoon. taking Dr. Boyd
obsened and Miss Mozell Hill lor will leave soon to teach
.
. and family for a drive.
.,ang sweetly. "I am a Pilgrim." riPt00ville•
. Lena Evelyn Taylor is
M NS
Bob Binford returned from
The pastor preached a forceful
after at- the State University last week
summer,
.
sermon at the evening hour on. home for the
in
and will spend the'summer va"Jacob and his Ladder." Mrs. tentimg school
. at ion with his parents.
Eldridge Grvmes of Memphis, last w into.
Miss Elizabeth Ethrid geis "Ch k" Hut f • I .11 ,,ttm.nmi
•
rendered a solo.
with friends again aft- the summer school at Murray
The Yo-Pe-Mi-So had their mixing
We are this year.
regular meeting Monday. at er attending school. the
girls
all
Mrs. Don Taylor. while much
he home of Miss Dorothy glad to welcome
Granberry. After a short bus- home since they are all capable improved, was not able to atSunday school, tend church last Sunday.
.iness session the meeting was teachers in the
Misses Fern Taylor and Ruth
Ed Wade was again able to
turned r•vcr•o the leader. Miss
SunMary Milner. She was assisted Rankin entertained their with be at his post last Sunday, after
day school class Thursday
several days of illness.
a hike. A good supper was
Miss lIattie May Godfrey
spread and the children enjoy- spent last week visiting out of
ed the outing very much. „ town. She returned in time
Miss itub V 1410gf(911. of
to preside at the organ Sunlama Georgia, is expected to day.
arrive today to visit her sister.
Bob Hubbard varied his usMrs. Ira D. Seay.
ual busy week by superintendLittle Miss Ann Douglas, ing the dynamiting the Harris
Seay will arive home today Fark creek-bed, last week.
from a visit to her aunt. Mrs. while Bah is a busy maii, itt
: D. E. Bomar, of Paris. Tenn.. ran always find time to "lend
and Mrs. Ethel Dinwittie, of a h:ind."
McKenzie, Tenn.
Dr. Boyd lectured on church
•- architecture and customs of
worship in the church Iasi Sun-;
(lay. Next Sunday evening he
will lecture on the construction
f Christ of the chancel and sanctuary
E. L. Whitak••.
and the customs of worship in
the same.
.Nroma Invites Taste.
The Woman's Guild has susSunday school. 9:45 a. m.
pended activities until the first
The Mere smell of
J. A. Colley. Supt.
Monday in October. This is in
Preaching and communion, accord with the usual custom
to suspend during the very hot
11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m.
Women's Bible Class, Wed- weather.
nesnay. 2:30 p.
PREVENTS INFECTION
Beginners' Bible Class, WedThe greatest discovery in flesh healing
nesday. 4:00 p. in.
is the marvelous
a preparation
Prayer meeting, Wednesday. that COMP3 in It,1Porozone,
Legets a desire to taste it. atter
mm. I and p"wder forin.
It is a combinnt-m treatment that not
which you naturally become a 7:45 p. m.
only purifies the wound
that
Bible Study Friday, 7:45 p rn. cause infection Mit it healsofthegerms
reguka customer of it. We intlesh with
u•mitids or
You are cordially invited to extraordinary
vite you to try a tin. If you can
cuts which take
to heal with the
resist the combination of aroma , attend each of these services. ordinary liniments mend quickly under
the
powerful
other
influence
of
from
this wonderful
and taste, you differ
Hand us a dollar bill and remedy. Price (liquid)30c,60e and 11.20.
noffee lovers.
30e
Powder
and 60e. Sold by
get your name on the Advertiser list as a regular subgcriber.i penitett's Drug Store, Fulton, Ky
At All Grocers.

Hot Weathet
Necessities

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS AND VARNISHES

The Florence Oil Cook Stove
and

The Herrick Refrigerator.
ECONOMICAL
EASY TO KEEP CLEAN
DURABLE
EFFICIENT

Trinity Episcopal
Church.

4,91.7 Zitee

Graham Furniture Co.
Fulton's Largest Furniture Store.

Methodist Church aint

vunderbilt

Central Church

O

iGoldbloom
Coffee

se-a
sla

We invite you
to see our
display of
Lawn Mowers

When you buy John Deere implements you
are sure of prorrIpt repair service
throughout their long life

(All sizes and
prices

Lawn Hose
Garden Tools
Ice Cream
Freezers
Water Coolers
Wire Screening
Emerson
Electric Fans
(All sizes and
prices)

Cooking
Stoves
Aluminum
Ware
Glassware
All kinds of
Hot Weather
Conveniences
Oil

All kinds of

Seeds
Southern
Field and
Poultry
encing

Do Better Work
With Less Effort
Many thousands of farmers know
of the good work, easy handling and
simple adjustment of the John
Deere DO Cultivator. So easy to
operate that your boy will do
mighty good work with it.
You can cultivate all row crops
with the DG, for the simply-adjusted arch permits a variation of
16 inches in the wheel tread.
The hugging device aids in holding the rigs to the row when hitting
or "laying by" the crop, counteractin t; the tendency to drift either to or
from the row. This does away with
the hardest work of cultivating.
Simple depth control insures even
cultivation just a turn of the tail
bolt does it.
Your DO is ready at our store.

Improved cOrt•
coupling—no Uinta
requLred 'leapt
to tato up wear.
Wheels have oil tight, duet-proof
bearings.
Pole does not U.
Sand behind sale —
plenty of room for ad•
justing arch, rigs or
shovels; pro•Id•s
good view of work.
Hang-up hooks stCached to arch and
are adjustable, up or
down. In nr 011t

Come in arid

IIi
ata• it.

FUIJON HARDWARE CO
Lake

George Beadles, Manager

Fulton, Ky.

